Bloodless coup spurs Yugoslav hopes

Hawks bring happy Homecoming

Not politics as usual for some local teens

1000s protest Hong Kong restrictions

Transit center waits for more funding
The organizers of the role-playing game hope their college tour will boost sales for the third edition.

By Anne韦ithcock

Event will hit campuses nationwide, promoting the game and building hype. "There's nobody who hasn't played it," said Mark Wilson, the game's creator. "It's real high quality." The second edition, with a new title, was more advanced, but the new one is easier on the players new to the game, he added. "We think this is comparable with the game's first edition, but there's nobody who hasn't played it," he said. "It's a really good game." The Wizards of the Coast, Seattle, are planning a new edition, but Wilson said the game is "so good" and "so well-balanced" that it doesn't need new tools.

The peace talks between the Israelis and Palestinians ended on Saturday night: End the violence by investigating the violence. "I hope it will result in peace," said Yasser Arafat, the Palestinian leader. "For years, we have been in a place of war, and we have no peace. I hope it will result in peace."

In truth, Israel and the Palestinian Authority were in talks until Saturday night. "We will not start a new war," said Shimon Peres, the Israeli prime minister. "We will not start a new war."

The anger has spread through much of the Arab world. In Syria, Egypt, Jordan and the Palestinian territories, people took to the streets to condemn the violence. In Israel, some called for a "holy war.""I don't think there will be more of this," said Moshe Arens, a minister. "I think there will be more of this."
**NATION BRIEF**

Clinton veterans water and energy bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton signed a huge budget and water spending bill on Oct. 7, tying up the year's environmental bills in legislation that froze a contentious debate over how to pay for federal programs during the five-year period.

Clinton approved $198,800 for energy and water measures, including $13,300 for federal programs that block his plans to establish a one-billion-dollar federal fund to repair and maintain the nation's public water systems.

For her part, Rodham Clinton also talked about the need to support local governments, including the need to ensure that the nation's public water systems are not neglected in times of economic downturn.

**GUNSHOT WOUNDS DROP 40%, GOV'T SAYS**

The Justice Department reports a decrease in the cocaine war.

By Michael J. Saffin

WASHINGTON — The number of U.S. cocaine users has dropped from all types of cocaine sold in the U.S. since 1970, the Justice Department said Oct. 12.

The report by the department's Bureau of Justice Statistics showed that the number of cocaine users has declined by 15 percent since 1984, with cocaine use dropping from 1970 to 1999.

The report noted that cocaine use has decreased in the past five years, with cocaine use dropping from 5 percent in 1970 to 2 percent in 1999.
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Polish president could win again

BY ANDRZEJ KLEIN

VIENNA – Lithuania's President Adamkus casts his vote tomorrow in Sunday's presidential elections, which he is expected to win.

The election is the second since 1991, when Lithuania held its first presidential election, and is seen as a key test for the Lithuanian president, who has been in office since 1993.

Adamkus, a former foreign minister, is widely expected to win, according to opinion polls.

The center-left New Union party was second with 21 percent of the vote.

The center-right New Union party was second with 21 percent of the vote.
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Meet the Parents, meet the laughter.

Robert DeNiro plays “Pops” father, Jack Byrnes, a former CIA operative who coerce Greg into marriage relations with my daughter. Greg make the off-hand fool in love who just married a protected son-in-law result in one hilarious disaster after another, including a small back-yard fire, an overflowing sewage sewer and a sprayed out toilet. DeNiro has made a career out of playing displaced characters in such films as Zoo Driver and The King of Comedy, he the same technique to pull off his effect as Piecemeal slightly offbeat but appetizing character. Watch which role which viewers are seduced but DeNiro makes the official choice of “Pies” the Maple Drop.”

Meet the Parents

When
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 8-10pm and 10:30 p.m.

Where
Crest Ridge 13

Type
out of a blustering blizzard

 Đến
in love with a perfect family

He might not impress the parents, but Ken Diller Jaime’s charm the audience.

While there are plenty of hilarious moments in this movie, the biggest laughs are the most embarrassing moments between him and his family.

The supporting cast is great as well, including Tea Leoni as Pops’ wife and Patrick Warburton as a movie-watching twin as Katie, Pops’ snarkiest perfect at demand.

Meet the Parents isn’t the most original romantic comedy. Even more – Biller has all the makings of the 1990s marital genres: Fighting With My Family and There’s Something About Mary (1998). The film is a modern retelling of the Devil Made Her Do It.

The actress will portray a modern retelling of the Devil Made Her Do It. The center of Woody’s devilish character.

The devil made her do it.

Los Angeles (AP) – Jennifer Love Hewitt hoped she had picked the perfect project for getting her wide role.

The actress was a modest coming-of-age comedy, The Devil Made Her Do It, based on Stephen Barras’ novel, It’s a sexy devil, a smart devil and an evil devil – all the things that you expect the devil to be, just with a certain face that you might expect.

Newell told the Hollywood Reporter.

The 21-year-old actress, best known for her leading roles in teen flicks “Pity of Youth and film The Center of Woody’s devilish character.
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YUGOSLAVIA

Continued From Page 1A:

Valdemented that the government's policies were created by Milosevic and could not be corrected without the help of the United States and the European Union, and they want to see Yugoslavia's political leaders recognize that they must lead the country.

"This is an emergency," he said. "But having nothing to lose, the other side of Yugoslavia is very encouraging. There are really good things about them."-COMMERCIAL

The government of Kostunica is the revaliding of the country's "federal democratic nations."

The country's Urban resident doesn't think the new transit facility is crucial.

"As the war unfolds," said Christopher Hig, the director of the Smart City Program, "there will be a great need for mass transit for the city, which builds danger. But having nothing to lose, the other side of Yugoslavia is very encouraging. There are really good things about them."-COMMERCIAL

City's new transit center waits for more funding

West High teens go outside the political mainstream

Yugoslavia looks to future without Milosevic

STUDENTS

Continued From Page 5A

the school's annual musical, they say they are already thinking outside the box, and the event is beginning to take on a political flavor, based on what they may or may not do in the future.

Kenner began to attract other students who have expressed interest in the musical's political themes, and they say they are already thinking outside the box, and the event is beginning to take on a political flavor, based on what they may or may not do in the future.

The show is sponsored by the union's annual International Meetings that the group's founding members attended, and the students are going to be working with the union's free downtown commerce and will also have a bus stop within the building, but there would be a parking lot.

City's new transit center waits for more funding

The Federal Transit Administration will soon release its plan for the new transit facility, which will be located in the heart of downtown in the European Union.

The design is expected to cost $700,000, while the facility will contain a taxi stand and bus stops for Iowa City and Cambus routes. No facility will contain bicycle lockers for bicycle riders, and no facility will contain a taxi stand and bus stops for Iowa City and Cambus routes. No facility will contain a taxi stand and bus stops for Iowa City and Cambus routes. No facility will contain a taxi stand and bus stops for Iowa City and Cambus routes. No facility will contain a taxi stand and bus stops for Iowa City and Cambus routes.
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From the parade to the pep rally to the fireworks to the showdown against the Michigan State Spartans, the UI's Homecoming festivities built up Hawkeye spirit, culminating in the victory against the Michigan State Spartans Saturday.

Friday's Homecoming parade featured floats and entries from a variety of groups, including the UI Students for George W. Bush, which had a "Survivor" themed float.

The king and queen, UI senior Todd Gengerke and UI senior Kathryn Brigger, were crowned at the pep rally Friday, which followed the parade. Gengerke and Brigger were chosen after an application and interview process through the week.

The top three Iowa Shout skits also performed at the rally, with the winners, the team of Sigma Nu, Phi Kappa Theta and Delta Gamma, below, shown performing on the Pentacrest.

Herky was also out in full force all week, making appearances at several Homecoming events, including the Parade, below left.

A fireworks display at Hubbard Park followed Friday night's parade and pep rally. Some viewers scattered across the west side of the Pentacrest to watch the display.
Memoirs from a failed campaign

In the months since announced my decision to run for the presidency, things have gone much more poorly than I envisioned. It may be that you, after a hard-fought campaign, I must now withdraw from the race.

It will be a decision that came about more out of necessity than for any personal reasons, though. Following after I jumped in the race last spring, many historians agreed that I was an unqualified epic of personal and political disasters that had based my campaign until there was no hope left.

To begin, with my campaign was of 90-41. I went to the millions that Gore and Bush had at their disposal.

Unfortunately, Douglass' words best expressed his contempt for the relationship:

The Bush-Gore debate was a failure for the country.

The problem with the nation's "government spending" is that it assumes you have no need for services your money pays for. The government owns your income, and every time you take home is only by government's good graces.

There was a time in this country when personal income was seen as an asset, not a burden. However, one of the ways that that time ended in 1865 with Amendment XIII to the Constitution. Some suggest that the acceptance of slavery in high taxes is fraught with many more.
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Beating back stereotypes

**, man.**

What words come to your mind when you think of a "**black**"

drug dealer? Violence? Power?

Last fall, I attended the latest "**Thought Center**

"Drone" event,झी उपयोग करें and I was amazed to hear one of the presenters, a young African-American woman, say that she did not think of any of those words when she thought of a "**black**"

She was simply stating the truth, and it was a powerful reminder that we must all be careful not to judge people based on their race or ethnicity.

SUZI STEFFEN

I always avoided washing dishes when I was in high school, but now I wash the old-fashioned way.

**Tip:**

Before you start washing dishes, take a moment to reflect on the history of dishwashing and how it has evolved over time. Consider the impact that technology has had on the way we wash dishes today.

**Tip:**

When you are finished washing dishes, dry them thoroughly using a clean cloth. This will help prevent the spread of bacteria and ensure that your dishes are thoroughly clean.

**Tip:**

Once you have dried your dishes, store them in a dry place and avoid touching them with your bare hands. This will help keep them clean and free from contamination.

**Tip:**

For more tips on dishwashing, visit the website for your local health department or search for "dishwashing tips" online.
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ACROSS

6. A type of dog with thick fur (17, 17)

7. To remove (6)

8. A type of dress worn by women (10)

9. A type of fruit (10)

10. A type of beverage (6)

11. A type of flower (10)

12. A type of bird (10)

13. A type of animal (10)

14. A type of fruit (10)

15. A type of fish (10)

16. A type of food (10)

17. A type of clothing (10)

18. A type of music (10)

19. A type of sport (10)

20. A type of vehicle (10)

21. A type of transportation (10)

22. A type of weather (10)

23. A type of dessert (10)

24. A type of dessert (10)

25. A type of dessert (10)

DOWN

1. A type of dessert (10)

2. A type of dessert (10)

3. A type of dessert (10)

4. A type of dessert (10)

5. A type of dessert (10)

6. A type of dessert (10)

7. A type of dessert (10)

8. A type of dessert (10)

9. A type of dessert (10)
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15. A type of dessert (10)
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17. A type of dessert (10)

18. A type of dessert (10)

19. A type of dessert (10)

20. A type of dessert (10)

21. A type of dessert (10)

22. A type of dessert (10)

23. A type of dessert (10)

24. A type of dessert (10)

25. A type of dessert (10)

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

1. Candy (10)

2. Ice cream (10)

3. Cake (10)

4. Pie (10)

5. Cookies (10)

6. Chocolate (10)

7. Strawberry (10)

8. Apple (10)

9. Banana (10)

10. Orange (10)

11. Cherry (10)

12. Pineapple (10)

13. Watermelon (10)

14. Lemon (10)

15. Lime (10)

16. Grapefruit (10)

17. Apple (10)

18. Orange (10)

19. Banana (10)

20. Pineapple (10)

21. Watermelon (10)

22. Lemon (10)

23. Lime (10)

24. Grapefruit (10)

25. Apple (10)
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**SPORTS QUIZ**
What NFL coach has the most career post-season wins? 
See answer, Page 28.

**SCOREBOARD**

| World Series | ON | 18 |

**INSIDE**

**Team of the Week**

**The Daily Iowan**

**LIONS SHARE:** Detroit takes it to Green Bay, Page 48

**DI SPORTS DESK**

The DI sports department welcomes your input. Comments and suggestions:
Fax: (319) 335-5046
Email: daily.sportsdesk@uiowa.edu
Website: DI Sports Center
Page: 5224

**Monday, October 8, 2003**

**ON THE AIR**

**Mite Event**

The Daily Iowan will have the latest update on who will go to the World Series. Page 48

**The streak is over**

**By Matthew Marshmon**

Iowa got just enough from its offense to win a game it didn't appear to deserve and finally ended Michigan State's 13-game winning streak over Michigan State on Oct. 5.

"It was certainly a great victory for our football team," Buck-Crockett said. "The streak kept them off our minds and it was a great team effort, I think. It was a great overall effort. That is what it was all about.

But it didn't come without its share of adversity. Iowa needed to win this game badly and they were good enough to do so.

"The players stepped up and hit the game like they always do," Buck-Crockett said. "Iowa's defense was good enough to win the game and that's all I can say about it.
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The Hawkeyes hook up on The Line winner

Five of six winners picked Iowa in the 0:30 weekly contest.

By Tony DiBiase

The Iowa Hawkeye victor perhaps traced a little closer for those who picked Iowa on The Line football contest. Five of the six prize winners selected the Hawkeyes to upset Michigan State, including first-prize winner Mark Edwards. Edwards said, "I snuck in the back door against Michigan. His ball didn't touch Iowa's win and mine knocked off No. 1, Florida State. Only 28 percent called Iowa's win, and just 10 percent had Miami. "We thought our best win was ours, but I thought the Hawkeyes got the 13-22 margin," said Edwards with a laugh. "Just a combination of hope and blind loyalty." On the football grid, Edwards also said, "Alex finishing 1-2 was better than Cockman, Cockman. Just missed a perfect ball." Few Missouri State hold off a late Ashers rally. Cookman finished second because of the tie-breaker. Mike Clevenger, Iowa's Golden Girl, finished the week 0-2 to also earn a Daily Iowa Teacher. Jean Kemp, the week one and two by the Lineman. The Lineman, a combination of three with an additional gold bag of 1.350 billion, earning another Teacher in his collection. Julie Chastened, Iowa's Golden Girl, finished the week 0-2. The BY students department also proved to be a just average, marking for a 1.5-35 record. Overall contests picked the correct Iowa team, 36-14, and everyone's prediction of the win. All winners may pick up their prize in the 30 business offices. Room 1, Communications Center. This week's ticket includes an undefeated battle in the Big 12 at Oklahoma State. Bettor are encouraged to submit this week's entry to the 0:30 office by 2:00 p.m. Thursday. Doors open to each one on the ticket.
Iowa, Michigan State face 21-19 win

RUSHI

Hawkeyes learn to win in victory over Spartans

GAME ANALYSIS

After Saturday's game, Michigan State head coach Domenic Domenico was asked how the Hawkeyes handled the Spartans' defensive approach. "They did an excellent job of getting up in our face, making us throw the ball, forcing us to take the ball out of our hands and make plays on our own," Domenico said. "We made too many mistakes, especially on offense, and we couldn't keep the ball out of the Spartans' hands." The Hawkeyes, on the other hand, were able to keep the ball for a large portion of the game, which allowed them to capitalize on their opportunities.

Soccer falls to Ohio State, Penn State

The Hawkeyes suffered their first back-to-back losses of the season.
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HAPPY HOUR

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

25¢ WINGS

$29.95 Hot Wings Burger Basket

You Call-It

No Cover For 21 & Over

FIELD HOUSE

RESTAURANT & NIGHTCLUB

MONEY SAVING DINNER SPECIALS

WED - BBG Pork (Shredded in Mild Sauce)

All Come With YOUR CHOICE Of Any Side
Foxboro, Mass. (AP) - The New England Patriots made a killing for themselves and a lot of fans when they sold out their first seven games.

But now they're in a crisis at quarterback, and many fans fear that they've sold out their chance to make the playoffs.

The problem is that the Patriots have three quarterbacks and only one of them is truly a starter.

The question is: Who will be the starter against the Colts this Sunday?

The answer: It's still_teams with these kind of inconsistencies, I don't know who I'm going to be rooting for."

The game was the first of the season for the Patriots, who were coming off a 4-12 record last year and had been written off by many.

But they pulled off a come-from-behind win over the Baltimore Ravens on Sunday afternoon in Foxboro, Mass.

The Patriots now stand at 2-0 and look like a team that could make a run for the playoffs.

For the first time all season, the Patriots were able to rely on their defense, as they held the Ravens to just 10 points.

Quarterback Tom Brady threw for 172 yards and two touchdowns, while running back LeGarrette Blount rushed for 126 yards and a touchdown.

The Patriots are now 2-1 and are in the thick of the playoff race in the AFC East.

Next week, the Patriots will travel to New England to face the Buffalo Bills.

The Bills are 0-3 and have yet to win a game this season.

For the Patriots, it's been a perfect start to the season.

They have won their first two games and have looked good doing it.

But they know that they can't afford to relax, as the Colts are coming off a bye week and are a dangerous team.

The Patriots will have to be at their best if they want to come out on top.

But for now, they can enjoy their early success and look forward to what's to come.
Defensive line is back to No. 1 in poll this week, but don't count out the Big Ten.
Europe beats U.S. for Solheim Cup title

The Americans are accused of poor sportsmanship in the loss.

By Stephen Wood

LINDS, Scotland - Europe beat the United States in the Solheim Cup on Sunday. And not even a dispute about a ball's being hit out of bounds during the final round could dampen the Europeans' celebration.

Laura Davies, one of five European players to win their matches, said afterward that she was happy with the outcome of Europe's 19-11 victory over the Americans.

"I think it was a great game," she said. "I think it was a great way to end the competition." The Americans were accused of poor sportsmanship in the loss, an episode that recalled the rancor at the Ryder Cup a year ago when what was a Celebrating U.S. team turned ugly.

Laura Davies of England, one of the three European players who won singles matches, said the atmosphere was not the farthest from the Ryder Cup. The Americans on the 10th hole out before responding.

"It's not to see that you equal those things," she said. "You have to respond. There's no way you could go back and say this is not the Ryder Cup." Davies won her singles match 2 and 1, and Kelly Robbins made a short birdie putt to win the hole on the 18th hole.

"This is not the same thing," she said. "This is not the farthest from the Ryder Cup, I think."
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HELP WANTED

MEDICAL

ASSISTANT

NOW HIRING: Nurse and/or certified, full-time and part-time. Apply 1720 Main St. or call Peggy 319-354-1171.

COOKS

EXPERIENCED LINE COOKS

NOW HIRING for all shifts. Starting at $7.00 hour. Apply in person at Coral Ridge Mall.

MAID-RITE

Now Hiring for all shifts. Starting at $7.00 hour. Apply in person at Coral Ridge Mall.

HOUSEKEEPER

NOW HIRING for all shifts. Starting at $7.00 hour. Apply in person at Coral Ridge Mall.

HELP WANTED

YOUTH PROGRAM LEADER

For Brian Society study at the University Hospitals. The Mental Health Council Research Center is looking for women 18-40 years old who are educated in one to five years. This study will require 3-5 visits to the hospital. Compensation is available for more information call Rand at 319-351-4452.

HELP WANTED

SUBJECTS INVITED

For Brain Society study at the University Hospitals. The Mental Health Council Research Center is looking for women 18-40 years old who are educated in one to five years. This study will require 3-5 visits to the hospital. Compensation is available for more information call Rand at 319-351-4452.
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Before we look at your resume, look at ours.

AEGON Insurance Group
4333 Edgewood Road N.E., Cedar Rapids

Company Overview: AEGON Insurance Group is one of the largest international insurance and financial services groups with operations in North America, Europe and the Far East. In the U.S., Cedar Rapids is home to five divisions of our operating companies, each offering a variety of challenging and exciting career opportunities. Our success results from the drive and dedication of our highly trained and professional workforce.

Employees: More than 2,300 employees in Cedar Rapids serve clients and support our operations. We count on contributions from accountants, computer specialists, underwriters, actuaries, securities analysts, attorneys, customer service professionals, and experts in real estate, marketing and finance.

Benefits: Our employees enjoy a comprehensive benefits package and one of the best working environments around. And our corporate philosophy, "Respect People, Make Money, and Have Fun" is an integral part of our everyday life.

• On-site child care facility.
• Convenient, free parking.
• On-site cafeterias.
• No-cost fitness center which features two indoor fitness facilities, a scenic walking path, tennis courts, locker rooms and saunas. Personal fitness consultation, exercise classes and sports leagues are also available.
• AEGON provides both pension and 401(k) retirement plans.
• 100% tuition assistance (complete coverage for tuition, books and fees).
• Adoption assistance.
• Home computer purchase (interest-free loans).
• Summer hours.
• Recreational events planned by employees.
• Employee Appreciation Days.
• Paid time for vacations, holidays and wellness leave.
• Fully paid life and disability insurance.

References: Available from any AEGON employee.

AEGON Career Expo • Thursday, October 12, 4-7 p.m.
4333 Edgewood Road NE, Cedar Rapids (Corner of Edgewood Rd. & 42nd St.)

If you have accounting skills, IT/computer experience, customer service savvy or just want to see what opportunities we have to offer, visit the AEGON Career Expo. You’ll learn more about our 80 job openings, our extensive benefits and our great working environment. There will be door prizes and the first 100 people will get a free phone card. Resumes are optional.

Just what you’re looking for. AEGON

For more details, visit our web site at www.aegonins.com or call our career hotline: 319-398-8018 or 800/239-4009